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Combining Soil Erosion Modeling with Connectivity Analyses to Assess Lateral Fine Sediment Input into Agricultural Streams
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Abstract: Soil erosion causes severe on- and off-site effects, including loss of organic matter, reductions in soil depth, sedimentation of reservoirs, eutrophication of water bodies, and clogging and smothering of spawning habitats. The involved sediment source-mobilization-delivery process is complex in space and time, depending on a multiplicity of factors that determine lateral sediment connectivity in catchment systems. Shortcomings of soil erosion models and connectivity approaches call for methodical improvement when it comes to assess lateral sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments. This study aims to (i) apply and evaluate different approaches, i.e., Index of Connectivity (IC), the Geospatial Interface for Water Erosion Prediction Project (GeoWEPP) soil erosion model, field mapping and (ii) test a connectivity-adapted version of GeoWEPP (i.e., “GeoWEPP-C”) in the context of detecting hot-spots for soil erosion and lateral fine sediment entry points to the drainage network in a medium-sized (138 km²) agricultural catchment in Austria, further discussing their applicability in sediment management in agricultural catchments. The results revealed that (a) GeoWEPP is able to detect sub-catchments with high amount of soil erosion/sediment yield that represent manageable units in the context of soil erosion research and catchment management; (b) the combination of GeoWEPP modeling and field-based connectivity mapping is suitable for the delineation of lateral (i.e., field to stream) fine sediment connectivity hotspots; (c) the IC is a useful tool for a rapid Geographic Information System (GIS)-based assessment of structural connectivity. However, the IC showed significant limitations for agricultural catchments and functional aspects of connectivity; (d) the process-based GeoWEPP-C model can be seen as a methodical improvement when it comes to the assessment of lateral sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments.
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1. Introduction

Soil erosion has a major impact on the delivery of ecosystem goods and services [1,2], causing severe on- and off-site effects. On-site impacts include loss of organic matter [3,4] and reductions in soil depth [5–7], thus decreasing agricultural productivity [8,9]. Off-site effects are caused by the water-mediated soil export from the fields, resulting in economic damages associated with “muddy flooding” of homes, towns and infrastructure [10,11], and environmental damages, such as eutrophication of water bodies [12–14], clogging and smothering of spawning habitats [15,16],
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sedimentation of reservoirs, and the corresponding loss in water storage capacity [17,18]. Effective sediment management on the catchment scale, including the identification of sediment source areas and the way they connect to the channel network, is therefore essential for environmental management [11,19].

The sediment source-mobilization-delivery process is a complex, dynamic continuum [20,21]. Sediment delivery from agricultural landscapes to adjacent watercourses is highly dynamic in space and time, depending on various factors that determine lateral sediment connectivity in fluvial systems [21–23]. These include erosion, transport and deposition processes [24,25], weather events [26], artificial drainage pathways [27–29], land use type, spatial pattern of land use within a watershed, management practices, soil type, and slope [30–34].

While several well-established soil erosion prediction models are available for watersheds (e.g., Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT; [35]), Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP; [36]), GeoWEPP (the Geospatial Interface for the process-based soil erosion prediction model WEPP; [37]), the Agricultural Non-Point Source Model (AGNPS; [38]), Sealing and Transfer by Runoff and Erosion related to Agricultural Management (STREAM; [39]), Erosion-3D [40], Limburg Soil Erosion Model (LISEM; [41]), sediment connectivity is still often not described sufficiently, especially in the underlying hydrological catchment models [42,43]. A number of approaches have been used to model sediment delivery to watercourses (e.g., [44–49]; for an overview see [20]). Although much progress has been made over the last two decades, available approaches to model lateral fine sediment connectivity in catchment systems often still do not yield satisfactory results [50,51]; a recent review on indices of sediment connectivity can be found in Heckmann et al. [52]).

In the context of connectivity research, the index of connectivity (IC), originally developed by Borselli et al. [53] and elaborated further for various environmental settings (e.g., for alpine catchments by Cavalli et al. [54]; for lowland areas by [55]; for Mediterranean catchments by Gay et al. [56] has become a popular tool to compute sediment connectivity in catchment systems. Compared to process-based models, the IC is a static qualitative representation of connectivity in catchment systems [57].

In order to quantify sediment redistribution in catchment systems, some authors have also tried to couple simple physically-based soil erosion models with the IC [50,58]. López-Vicente et al. [58], for example, used an enhanced version of the Modified-RMMF (Modified Revised Morgan, [59]; see also [60]) soil erosion model and the IC to assess potential soil redistribution for different land use scenarios in a typical Mediterranean agricultural catchment. They found complex spatial patterns in overland flow connectivity and cumulative effective runoff, which were mainly related to changes in topography and land cover. Foerster et al. [43] used the IC to assess sediment connectivity in a dryland catchment in the Spanish Pyrenees and reported that connectivity further depends on the spatial distribution of vegetation abundances and small-scale changes in topography. Small-scale changes in land cover and topography have also often been reported to be the major causes for mismatching IC results, especially due to quality and resolution of the used input data. In addition, in lowland areas such as valley floors [53,55] runoff and sediment transport processes are strongly influenced by highly dynamic factors such as soil saturation, infiltration capacity, and vegetation growth which are not considered in the IC.

The above-mentioned shortcomings of both, soil erosion models and connectivity indices, call for methodical improvement when it comes to assess lateral sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments. Motivated by these challenges, the present study aimed to (i) apply and evaluate different approaches, i.e., IC, GeoWEPP, field mapping and (ii) test a connectivity-adapted version of GeoWEPP (i.e., “GeoWEPP-C”) in the context of detecting hot-spots for soil erosion (on-site assessment) and lateral fine sediment entry points (connectivity) to the drainage network (off-site assessment), further discussing their applicability in sediment management in agricultural catchments.
2. Study Area

The study is performed in the upper and middle reaches of the Fugnitz catchment that is located in the eastern part of the Bohemian Massif in Lower Austria, next to the Czech Republic border (Figure 1). Within the area of the Thayatal National Park, the Fugnitz River drains into the Thaya River next to the town of Hardegg. The Fugnitz catchment has a total area of 138.4 km$^2$ and the main stem of the Fugnitz has a length of 29.7 km [30]. The area is characterized by a humid, temperate climate with a mean annual temperature of 8.3 °C and annual precipitation of around 600 mm, with maxima occurring between June and September [30]. The underlying bedrock consists of crystalline mica granite and mica shale [61], which are largely overlain by easily erodible loess layers, marine and fluvial deposits in the upper and middle catchment reaches. Prevalent soil types are different types of Cambisol [62].

The elevation of the catchment ranges between 286.4 and 540.5 m a.s.l. and the topography is characterized by an average slope angle of 2.6° with maximum slope angles up to 32° [30]. The upper parts of the Fugnitz are situated in a relative flat landscape with low river gradients and low slope angles, while the lower reaches are characterized by comparatively steep slopes and V-shaped valleys. This distinct topography in the lower river reaches is a result of vertical incision processes of the Fugnitz River towards the Thaya River. The steeper hillslopes in the upper and middle parts of the catchment are affected by the transport of fine-grained sediments due to water-induced soil erosion. In terms of land use, the upper and middle parts of the catchment are dominated by agricultural areas mainly used for the cultivation of crops (cereals, lucerne, pumpkin, and canola), while the lower parts of the catchment are dominated by forests. Soil tillage is dominated by conventional tillage (i.e., plow or disc tillage after harvest). Sediment and associated nutrient/contaminant input from arable fields to the river channel network of the Fugnitz constitutes one of the major environmental problems for the Thayatal National Park (Figure 2), making it a suitable study area for the purpose of this study.

Figure 1. Location and land use of the study area (adapted from Poepl et al. [30]).
3. Methods

This research employs four methods to assess soil erosion and lateral connectivity in the study catchment: soil erosion modeling using GeoWEPP (Section 3.1), computation of the Index of Connectivity (IC; Section 3.2), identification of connectivity hotspots in the field (Section 3.3), and application and testing of GeoWEPP-C, which integrates the regular GeoWEPP soil erosion modeling with a connectivity analysis using the contributing area of each cell of the stream (Section 3.4). A flowchart of the various steps taken in this study and their connection is given in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Basin outlet of the Fugnitz River: Sediment-laden Fugnitz River (A) draining into the Thaya River (B) (photo taken by P. Lazarek in 2009).

Figure 3. Flowchart of the various methods used and how their results were compared in the study.
3.1. Soil Erosion Modeling (GeoWEPP)

The WEPP soil erosion modeling approach is based on fundamental physical principles and predicts water driven soil erosion either for a single hillslope or a single watershed [36]. It is possible to simulate spatial and temporal distribution of soil loss, sediment yield, and runoff [63]. This approach has been successfully used for different environmental settings [64–69].

GeoWEPP is a stand-alone geospatial interface within the Geographic Information System (GIS) ArcGIS 10.4.1 (ESRI, Redlands, California, USA, 2018) that utilizes the computational power of WEPP for geo-referenced, spatial data analyses, and visualization [37]. The software was developed by the United States Department of Agriculture—Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) and allows the user to import relevant parameters for soil erosion analysis as GIS-layers [70].

In order to run GeoWEPP, a series of datasets was necessary. Information on topography was provided by a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with 1 m resolution, derived by means of aerial laser scanning (ALS; source: Federal State Government of Lower Austria, 2008). Climate data was obtained from two stations within the catchment (i.e., Geras and Riegersburg; source: Hydrographic Service of Lower Austria, 2017) and included the following parameters: Daily minimum and maximum temperature, daily total, minimum and maximum precipitation, maximum 30-minute rate of precipitation, and maximum 6-hour rate of precipitation; all for the period 1972–2017. The WEPP implemented application CLIGEN—a stochastic weather generator [71]—is able to utilize the monthly-statistics of this detailed 45-year local weather record to generate a 100-years of future storm patterns (storm duration, peak intensity, and time to peak) based on these historic measurements [72]. Soil properties are based on data from the Austrian Federal Office for Water Management (BAW) and included information on soil properties in shapefile format. The shapefile and the corresponding table held information about soil properties for different layers. For each layer, information on soil type, soil moisture, coarser material, humus type and properties, lime content, soil texture and structure, color, root penetration, grain size distribution, pH value, bulk density, and field capacity was available. These data were collected by field measurements and subsequent geostatistical interpolation and inference algorithms in GIS.

The default values for soil albedo, i.e., 0.23 [73], and initial saturation (value for water content in January), i.e., 75%, were used [74]. The cation exchange capacity was set to 0.20 based on the classification by Donahue et al. [75]. The inter-rill and rill erodibility parameter, critical shear stress, and effective hydraulic conductivity of surface soil were calculated by the WEPP model based on the parameter estimation algorithms utilizing the large soils WEPP data base that was derived by nearly a decade of simulated rainfall simulations at numerous locations across the US comparing them to the above-mentioned observations of the soil samples in Austria [36]. Likewise, the information on different land cover types was also provided by the BAW. The 21 classes of the initial file were translated into 7 classes used by the United States Geological Survey (USGS): Open water, bare soil, small grains, low intensity residential, pasture, and mixed forest. Parameters for each land cover class are predefined within GeoWEPP. Information on common management practices was obtained from the Farmers District Division of Hollabrunn, Lower Austria. A frequently used crop rotation concept for a four-year interval (corn–canola–winter wheat–spring wheat) applied in agricultural production in the Fugnitz area was assumed [37]. Additionally, field-derived information on tillage practices (machinery, row width, tillage depth, direction) was used.

As the Fugnitz watershed has an area of roughly 140 km$^2$ and comprises a large number of sub-catchments and flow paths, model computational power caused some limitations. Hence, the most detailed possible resolution to use for watershed analyses of the whole Fugnitz catchment was 20 m. Therefore, information on topography, soil, and land use had to be resampled. For soil and land use information, a majority resampling approach that determines the value of each pixel based on the predominant value in a 10 m by 10 m window was used. For resampling of the DTM, the mean value of the window was applied. Both adaptations were done with the resampling tool of ArcGIS 10.4.1 (ESRI, Redlands, California, USA, 2018).
Model simulations were executed using the watershed option within the GeoWEPP toolbox in ArcGIS [76]. It identifies a channel network for the watershed and defines hillslopes draining into each channel segment; for each hillslope a representative profile with topographic, soil, and land use information, based on the main influencing parameters for the specific location is created [77]. These representative hillslopes define the various sub-catchments within the model [37]. Instead of using the often-suggested 50 years, a period of 100 years was simulated, as a long simulation period ought to account not only for variations in weather patterns within a particular climate, but also consider the influence of a changing crop rotation with two different crops over a two-year rotation [78].

In June 2017, a rough field-based validation of the GeoWEPP modeling results has been performed using a qualitative mapping approach identifying visible recent soil erosion features using the classification scheme as proposed by Okoba and Sterk [79]. In this study, sheet erosion, rill erosion, and sediment deposition features were mapped in 63 sub-catchments.

3.2. Index of Connectivity (IC) Calculations

The index of connectivity (IC), as introduced by Borselli et al. [53], computes sediment connectivity based on topographic information that can easily be derived from a DTM. The IC is determined by the ratio between an upslope component referring to the potential for downward routing of sediment produced upslope (Dup, upslope module) and a downslope component (Ddn, downslope module) referring to the flow path length that a particle has to travel to the nearest sink or target area (Equation (1)).

\[
IC_k = \log_{10}\left( \frac{D_{up,k}}{D_{dn,k}} \right) = \log_{10}\left( \frac{W_k S_k \sqrt{A_k}}{\sum_{i=k}^{nk} d_i \ W_i S_i} \right)
\]

where \(W\) is the average weighting factor of the upslope contributing area \(A\) (dimensionless and equal to the C-RUSLE factor), \(S\) is the average slope gradient of the upslope contributing area \((m^2)\), \(d_i\) is the length of the \(i\)th cell (dimensionless), and \(S_i\) is the slope gradient of the \(i\)th cell \((m\ m^{-1})\). The subscript \(k\) indicates that each cell has its own IC-value. A schematic overview of the IC calculation can be found in Borselli et al. [53].

The IC is defined in the range of \([-\infty, +\infty]\), with larger IC-values indicating higher connectivity [53,54]. Numerically speaking, a ratio between the upslope and downslope component equal to one means that a particle upslope potentially has enough energy to travel downslope and reach the target area. Hence, an IC-value below 1 indicates that an area is, in terms of sediment connectivity, not connected to the target area. However, empirically, also lower IC values around −2 were found to relate to a coupled behavior (Crema, S.; pers. comm., 3 July, 2017). C-values (according to the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation—RUSLE) derived from land use information can be used as a weighting factor in order to model the impedance to runoff and sediment fluxes based on local land use and soil surface properties [53]. Cavalli et al. [54] and Crema et al. [80] adapted the IC and developed a software (referred to as SedInConnect) to calculate IC values for alpine catchments. Since alpine catchments are dominated by coarse sediment connectivity, SedInConnect, by default, uses surface roughness as weighting factor which is automatically derived from the input DEM. However, using a customized weighting raster is also possible. Furthermore, a distinct target area (of sediment routing) can be defined.

In agricultural catchments, such as the Fugnitz catchment, sediment connectivity is mainly governed by soil erosion processes, being determined by cropping and management practices rather than by coarse scale surface roughness. Therefore, SedInConnect in combination with a customized weighting raster based on C-values was used to compute IC values for the Fugnitz catchment. Furthermore, since the current research focuses on lateral connectivity the permanent channel network was used as target area for the IC computation.
As input data we used the 1 m resolution DTM. To avoid faulty pits in the DTM, the Pit Remove algorithm of TauDEM was used to identify pits and raise their elevation to the level of the lowest pour point around their edge [81]. For the weighting raster, we used C-values based on land use data derived from aerial photograph interpretation (see Figure 2; [30]) as weighting factor. As no detailed information was available to determine accurate C-values based on crop selection and local circumstances, the current research used average C-values similar to those presented in Bakker et al. [82] and Panagos et al. [83] and references mentioned therein (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use Class</th>
<th>C-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land (wheat)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up area</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian zones</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. C-values per land use class used in this study.

The computed IC values are relative and area specific and a certain IC value does not refer to a certain degree of connectivity [53]. To give a relative estimate of the degree of connectivity in the Fugnitz catchment, the computed IC values were grouped into 7 connectivity classes (i.e., very low, low, medium low, medium, medium high, high, very high) based on the Jenks natural breaks classification method [84].

3.3. Connectivity Mapping in the Field

Field-based lateral connectivity was assessed by identifying sediment entry points (i.e., sites where sediment enters the permanent channel network) along the main channel of the Fugnitz River (i.e., IC target area) based on the mapping method developed by Poeppl et al. [30]. In order to assess the effects of riparian vegetation on lateral sediment connectivity, at each recorded entry point, the vegetated width of the riparian buffer strip was recorded. In addition, as in forested areas soil erosion and related lateral fine sediment input to streams is negligible, further not being the focus of our study, forested areas were not taken into account in the field survey. The survey was carried out in the second week of July 2017.

3.4. Incorporating Connectivity into GeoWEPP: GeoWEPP-C

In contrast to the other process-based catchment models mentioned in Section 1, AgNPS and the Geospatial Interface for WEPP (GeoWEPP; [37]) utilize the topographic parameterization software TOPAZ ([85]) to effectively handle depressions and flat areas in the input DEM using an innovative combination of depression outlet breaching, depression-filling, and relief imposition. TOPAZ generates raster maps and tables that provide properties of contributing hillslope areas to individual channel segments and sub-catchments. In addition, a research version of GeoWEPP for connectivity analysis (i.e., GeoWEPP-C) enables to delineate and simulate representative hillslope contributing areas to individual channel raster cells. This enables to generate a high-resolution mosaic of contributing areas to connectivity points of a drainage network in a landscape (Figure 4).

GeoWEPP-C was tested in a well-connected headwater section of the Fugnitz catchment (see Figure 5), run with a DTM with a 5 m by 5 m resolution for a period of one year (note: In contrast to the 100-year simulation above for sediment yields and watershed outlets, only a 1-year simulation was necessary to identify the potential for the spatial patterns of soil loss; furthermore, there were no crop rotations in the areas with this more detailed assessment), otherwise using the same input data as described in Section 3.1 (GeoWEPP modeling). Computed points with a high potential of lateral sediment connectivity were visually compared with the IC results, further being validated by the presence of entry points observed in the field.
Figure 4. The contributing hillslope to individual channel pixels of a connectivity-adapted version of the Geospatial Interface for Water Erosion Prediction Project (GeoWEPP-C) in comparison to the GeoWEPP watershed and flowpath methods.
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Figure 5. Sediment yield (t/ha/y) as simulated by the GeoWEPP model for a 100-year period. Sediment entry points as found in the field survey are indicated by green triangles (i.e., “mapped entry points”); black rectangle in the southern part of the Fugnitz catchment demarcates the GeoWEPP-C test area (see Section 4.4).
3.5. Inter-Comparison of Methods

First, we compared the IC computation with the field findings: In order to validate the general predictive power of the IC, rates of mapped entry points were calculated for each IC connectivity class. Moreover, example areas were selected to carry out in-depth analyses of the similarities and differences between computed IC values and field observations, especially in the context of sediment entry point prediction. Secondly, the GeoWEPP results were compared to the field findings: Potential hotspot areas of fine sediment connectivity were depicted by selecting contributing areas (i.e., areas connected to the channel network by entry points) as computed by GeoWEPP with target values (T) of sediment yield of greater than 2 t/ha/y which lay directly adjacent to the main channel network and these were compared to the location of the mapped entry points. Finally, the GeoWEPP-C results were compared with the IC calculations and with the mapped entry points.

4. Results

4.1. Soil Erosion Modeling (GeoWEPP)

Using watershed analyses, predictions on the annual amount of sediment yield per sub-catchment and predictions on runoff for a set of precipitation events for the whole Fugnitz watershed were made. Figure 5 visualizes the catchment wide predictions of sediment yield for a 100-year simulation run. GeoWEPP modeled a total of 731 hillslopes and 295 channels for the Fugnitz watershed. Erosion and sediment yield rates were automatically calculated by GeoWEPP based on a total of 154 storms that produced 567 mm of rainfall on an average annual basis. The model considered a total of 23 high intensity rainfall events with a runoff of 18 mm passing through the watershed outlet on an average annual basis.

As shown in Figure 5, 35% of the modeled sub-catchment areas show increased values of sediment yield (T > 2 t/ha/y), out of which 7% show rates between 3 and 4 t/ha/y, and 17% show the highest amounts of sediment yield (>4 t/ha/y). As mentioned in Section 3.1, WEPP/GeoWEPP estimates low amounts of soil loss and sediment yield for forested areas due to the protective effect of dense vegetation. Therefore, the north-eastern part of the Fugnitz catchment which comprises large areas of forests show less sub-catchments with high values of sediment yield.

During field-based rough qualitative model validation 31 (of 63 sub-catchments) showed indications of soil erosion. 65% of the catchments with visible erosion features showed indications of soil loss due to concentrated flow (rill erosion). Based on the field observations, 22 sub-catchments were rated as having medium to high sediment yields out of which 18 GeoWEPP assigned correctly (a detailed field report can be found in Haselberger 2017 [86]).

4.2. Index of Connectivity (IC) Calculations.

The computed IC values for the Fugnitz catchment range from −19.2 to 1.3. The IC values were classified into seven connectivity classes (Table 2 and Figure 6). Generally speaking, IC values for the Fugnitz catchment are relatively low with an average value of about −11. Only about 0.00013% of the IC values are equal or higher to the numerical connectivity threshold value of 1, and 0.32% of the IC values are equal or higher than the empirical threshold value of about −2. Agricultural areas close to the channel network (i.e., target area) are usually more connected than areas further away or forested or built-up areas. More distant areas show lower IC-values due to the longer flow path lengths that a particle has to travel. Nonetheless, there are also areas close to the channel network being rather disconnected according to their IC-values, as the IC also depends on the potential for downward routing of sediment and the weighting raster.
Table 2. Index of connectivity (IC) classification based on the Jenks natural breaks classification method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connectivity</th>
<th>IC-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>$-19.21 \leq IC &lt; -15.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$-15.00 \leq IC &lt; -13.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium low</td>
<td>$-13.00 \leq IC &lt; -11.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$-11.50 \leq IC &lt; -10.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium high</td>
<td>$-10.00 \leq IC &lt; -8.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>$-8.50 \leq IC &lt; -7.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>$-7.00 \leq IC \leq 1.32$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Classified computed IC values for the Fugnitz catchment. Sediment entry points as found in the field survey are indicated by green triangles (i.e., “mapped entry points”); black rectangle in the southern part of the Fugnitz catchment demarcates the GeoWEPP-C test area (see Section 4.4).

4.3. Connectivity Mapping, IC Validation, and Hot-Spot Delineation

A total of 107 sediment entry points were identified in the field (Figure 7; see also Figures 5 and 6), resulting in hotspot areas occupying 6.19 km$^2$ (4.47%) of the total Fugnitz catchment area. Most sediment entry points were found in areas with no or relatively narrow riparian vegetation of max. 2.5 m (Table 3). Approximately one third of the sediment entry points are located in areas with riparian buffer strips of three meters and more. The majority (85%) of the sediment entry points is located in areas that are classified as very highly or highly connected based on their IC-values (Table 4). However, in the context of sediment entry point prediction, in-depth analyses of the similarities and differences between computed IC values and field observations (i.e., sediment entry points) have shown discrepancies between predicted and observed entry points.
Figure 7. Hotspots for lateral fine sediment yields (t/ha/yr) as inputs based on GeoWEPP modeling and connectivity mapping; black rectangle in the southern part of the Fugnitz catchment demarcates the GeoWEPP-C test area (see Section 4.4).

Table 3. Riparian vegetation near sediment entry points. The table shows the percentage of sediment entry points for different riparian buffer strip widths (m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width of Buffer Strip (m)</th>
<th>Entry Points (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–2.5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Distribution of the mapped sediment entry points over the different IC classes (see also Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC Class</th>
<th>Entry Points (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium low</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium high</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. GeoWEPP-C Results for the Test Area

GeoWEPP-C modeling results for the test area are shown in Figure 8b,c. Figure 8b shows the on-site soil loss of the contributing hillslopes in the test area (i.e., on-site assessment), while the calculated sediment yields of representative hillslopes for individual channel pixel (i.e., off-site assessment results) are shown in Figure 8c.
Figure 8. GeoWEPP-C modeling results for the test area (1 y simulation period; target value $T = 2 \text{t/ha/yr}$) illustrating a comparison between the three methodologies illustrating hotspots of connectivity, soil losses, and sediment yields: (a) IC-results for comparison (see also Figure 6); (b) GeoWEPP visualization of soil loss along flowpaths towards river channels (on-site assessment); (c) GeoWEPP-C visualization of sediment yields of contributing areas into individual channel pixels (off-site assessment). Note: All mapped entry points are located at the north banks of the river channel.
GeoWEPP-C soil loss modeling results (see Figure 8b) show a high number \(n = 14\) of highly productive (>3 t/ha/y of soil loss) flowpaths, exhibiting a north-bank connection to the river channel (i.e., location of mapped entry points). In contrast, the IC calculations resulted in a low number \(n = 5\) of connected flowpaths with high connectivity values. None of the potential entry points calculated by GeoWEPP-C, and one flowpath exhibiting high IC values, showed a perfect match to the entry points observed in the field.

GeoWEPP-C sediment yield modeling results (see Figure 8c, left) show highly diverse patterns of sediment contributing areas reflecting areas of different lateral sediment connectivity potential. Three (out of four) of the mapped entry points were observed to be located adjacent to modeled entry points of contributing areas with sediment yield values of <1 t/ha/y, while one (i.e., the most western) entry point is located adjacent to modeled entry points of contributing areas with sediment yield values of >2 t/ha/y (i.e., modeled lateral fine sediment connectivity hotspot; see Figure 8c, right). However, it should be kept in mind that a discrepancy between the modeled output and the mapped sediment entry point may also be due to GPS (in)accuracy in the field.

5. Discussion

5.1. Soil Erosion Modeling (GeoWEPP)

The predicted amounts of soil loss are in line with measured values from Lower Austria. Klik [87], for example, investigated a small agriculturally used catchment in Mistelbach, Lower Austria, and reported soil loss rates between 0 and 11.59 t/ha/y. Values for the Fugnitz catchment calculated by GeoWEPP ranged between 0.28 and 11.7 t/ha/y.

It was possible to run the GeoWEPP watershed application for the whole Fugnitz catchment and to simulate the spatial distribution of sediment yield for a period of 100 years using an input DEM with 20 m by 20 m resolution. A major challenge for assessing soil erosion hotspots in medium-sized or large catchment systems is the quality/spatial resolution of the input data. As it is often difficult to obtain data with a high spatial and temporal resolution for larger catchments, generalization is necessary and various parameters that influence soil erosion processes may not be covered [88,89].

According to the main objective of this study, GeoWEPP was able to highlight areas of interest (i.e., sub-catchments with high amount of soil erosion/sediment yield), representing fundamental/ manageable units of study [90] in the context of soil erosion research and catchment management. Moreover, combining GeoWEPP modeling of on-site soil loss for hillslopes and off-site sediment yields into channels (see also comment in Figure 8 caption) with field-based connectivity mapping has shown to be a suitable approach for the delineation of lateral fine sediment connectivity hotspots. Like other soil erosion models (e.g., SWAT; e.g., [91]), GeoWEPP can also be used for site-specific future soil and water conservation planning and management under different climate, land cover, and management/scenarios [36,37,63,92].

5.2. Index of Connectivity (IC)

The calculation of IC-values requires detailed and high-resolution input data based on catchment-specific factors influencing connectivity, such as topography and land cover characteristics. Like already observed in other studies, the discrepancies between the computed IC results and field observations suggest that fine sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments is not mainly topography driven but depends on other (process-based) factors including infiltration and runoff [55,93,94]. Furthermore, the DEM, which was used for the IC calculations, did not take pipes and culverts into account, potentially leading to errors in the flow pathway calculations. To reduce this impact, the course of the stream network was partially manually corrected. However, a completely revised DTM could considerably increase the validity of the IC computation [94].

Choosing the permanent channel network as target has led to generally low IC values, due to large distances between remote catchment areas to the permanent channels. However, during large storms
or wet periods, also periodic streams might become active and connected, increasing connectivity, further emphasizing the dynamic component of connectivity (cf. [21]). In the context of the study aims, the IC has shown to be suitable for rapid GIS-based assessments of structural connectivity, with some significant limitations for agricultural catchments, mainly related (but not limited) to lacking information on functional (i.e., process-related dynamic) aspects of connectivity.

5.3. GeoWEPP-C

The process-based GeoWEPP-C model has shown to be capable of simultaneously computing flowpaths towards channels (i.e., potential entry points; on-site assessment) and sediment yields of contributing areas into individual channel pixels (off-site assessment). Due to a high processing demand of GeoWEPP-C, it was only possible to run it for a test area with spatial resolution of minimum 5 m by 5 m. Compared to the IC, GeoWEPP-C modeled a high number of flowpaths with a high connectivity potential. It was also possible to use GeoWEPP-C to compute sediment yields of contributing areas into individual channel pixels, thereby being able to delineate hotspots for lateral fine sediment input to agricultural streams.

In the context of soil erosion modeling and sediment connectivity research, the process-based GeoWEPP-C model can be seen a methodical improvement when it comes to assess lateral sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments. Nevertheless, it has to be stated that GeoWEPP-C at this point is still in an experimental stage, not being ready for practical application, especially due to increased computational demand with high resolution DEMs. Moreover, the model needs to be tested in different environmental settings, and in the light of its applicability in the context of catchment management (incl. climate and land use change scenario modeling).

6. Conclusions

This study applied various approaches to detect hotspots of soil erosion and lateral fine sediment input to the drainage network. The methods applied include the Index of Connectivity (IC), GeoWEPP erosion modeling, field mapping and testing the connectivity-adapted version of GeoWEPP called GeoWEPP-C. The results of the various methods were inter-compared and discussed in terms of their applicability in sediment management in agricultural catchments. Based on the obtained results the following conclusions can be drawn:

- GeoWEPP is able to detect sub-catchments with high amount of soil erosion/sediment yield that represent manageable units in the context of soil erosion research and catchment management;
- Combining GeoWEPP modeling with field-based connectivity mapping has shown to be suitable for the delineation of lateral fine sediment connectivity hotspots;
- The IC is a useful tool for a quick GIS-based assessment of structural connectivity, however showing significant limitations for agricultural catchments which are mainly related (but not limited) to lacking information on functional aspects of connectivity;
- The process-based GeoWEPP-C model can be seen a methodical improvement when it comes to assess lateral sediment connectivity in agricultural catchments. However, the model needs some more improvement, especially for the high computational demanding use of the ever-increasing higher spatial resolution before it is ready for practical application (e.g., in the contexts of soil erosion and surface water management).
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